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THE PERFECT PLACE TO DIE

• Seventeen-year-old Zuretta
Palmer travels to Chicago during 
the 1893 World's Fair to find her 
missing sister, but when the 
police and the Pinkertons refuse 
to help her, Zuretta begins her 
own investigation by becoming a 
maid at a notorious hotel.

• FICTION  RL 5.6  IL UG

• GENRE: HORROR, HISTORICAL 
FICTION, MYSTERY.



AS GOOD AS DEAD

• Final book in series “Good Girl’s 
Guide to Murder.

• Pippa Fitz-Amobi is haunted by 
the two murder cases she 
solved. Someone is stalking her, 
and she uncovers troubling 
connections to the previous 
investigations.

• FICTION  RL-5.2  IL  UG

• GENRE:  MYSTERY



FOREST OF SCARLET
MIDSUMMER MAYHEM-BOOK 1

•
Vowing that no other family would 
endure the same fear and pain she 
felt when her older sister was 
snatched by the fae, Brigid puts on an 
empty-headed façade while she 
rescues humans in the shadowy guise 
of the Primrose, hero to humans, 
bane to the fae. Her only regret is that 
she can’t tell the truth to Munch, the 
young man in the human realm who 
she’s trying very hard not to fall in 
love with

• FICTION  IL  YA

• GENRE- FANTASY



IF IT BLEEDS
• This book consists of a collection 

of four novella-length tales, 
complementing the title piece 
with the stories "Mr. Harrigan's 
Phone," "The Life of Chuck," and 
"Rat."

• FICTION  BL  5.6  IL UG

• GENRE: HORROR 



BROKEN
• Chronically ill Scarlet, with the 

help of her new friends, faces 
down bullies, endures her 
school-nurse stepmother's 
overprotectiveness, and 
eventually discovers the truth 
behind her illness. Will she die 
from her heart disease or is it 
something more sinister?

FICTION: RL 5.0 IL MG+

GENRE:  Mystery.



UNDAUNTED VALOR-AN ASSAULT 
HELICOPTER UNIT IN VIETNAM.

• Undaunted Valor is the first hand account of 
helicopter pilot, Colonel Dan Cory as he flies 
combat missions in the jungles of Vietnams. From 
dodging enemy ground fire and RPGs, to constant 
mortar and rocket attacks on his base, Colonel Cory 
stared down the enemy to bring his fellow soldiers’ 
home.

• Join Colonel Cory as he recounts some of the most 
intense helicopter and ground combat of the 
Vietnam war from the eyes of a man who spent 
two combat tours there. From being shot down by 
enemy fire, to leading his air crew to repel an 
enemy assault, Colonel Cory’s firsthand accounts of 
the Vietnam War are awe inspiring. Awarded the 
Silver Star, and two Bronze Stars for Valor, Cory’s 
hair-raising accounts of what it was like to fly over 
the Jungles of Vietnam will make you feel as if you 
are right there with him.

• NON-FICTION.



CLOWN IN A CORNFIELD

• Quinn Maybrook and her father 
have moved to tiny Kettle Springs. 
Since the closure of the Baypen
Corn Syrup Factory, Kettle Springs 
has cracked in half. In Adam 
Cesare’s terrifying young adult 
debut, Quinn Maybrook finds 
herself caught in a battle between 
old and new, tradition and 
progress—that just may cost her 
life.

• FICTION- BL 5.6 IL  UG
• GENRE:  HORROR STORIES



DON’T LET ME GO.
Charlotte Nicholls is starting over 
with her daughter, Chloe in New 
Zealand with the help of her birth 
mother, Anna, but the horrors of 
the past, both recent and long 
buried are never far from 
Charlotte’s mind.

FICTION IL UG

GENRE: REALISTIC FICTION.



RESTORE ME
• SHATTER ME-BOOK 4

• Juliette Ferrars has killed the 
supreme commander of North 
America and taken over as ruler 
of the Reestablishment on the 
continent. Now the world is 
watching her every move, 
waiting to see what happens 
next.

• FICTION: RL 4.8 IL UG

• GENRE:  SCIENCE FICTION



DEFY ME
• SHATTER ME-BOOK 5

• Juliette thought she'd finally 
defeated The Reestablishment 
and taken control of her life, her 
power, and her pain, but she has 
only just begun to unravel a 
lifetime of lies.

• FICTION BL 4.7 IL UG

• GENRE:  SCIENCE FICTION.



FROM F-4 PHANTOM TO A-10 WARTHOG
MEMOIRS OF A COLD WAR FIGHTER PILOT.

• You do not have to be an 
aviation expert to enjoy pilot’s 
fascinating personal tale, woven 
around his 28 yr career as a 
fighter pilot.  It follows a young 
man from basic pilot training to 
senior command written with 
the classic humor fighter pilots 
seem to have.

• NON-FICTION IL UG-ADULT.



THE ISLAND
• On a visit to a new island resort, 

a group of teens learn that 
getting off the island alive is not 
part of the plan. They said 
goodbye to their family and 
friends for the weekend.  They 
weren’t counting on forever.

• FICTION  BL 4.2  IL MG+

• GENRE: Horror Stories/Mystery



KISS OF BROKEN GLASS
• 15 Year old Kenna, having been 

caught cutting herself in the 
school bathroom, is admitted to 
a psychiatric ward, where she 
meets other teens like her, faces 
her addiction and worries about 
the outcome of her stay.

• FICTION: BL 5.7 IL UG

• GENRE:  REALISTIC FICTION.



BETTER THAN THE MOVIES
• Michael, to whom Liz Buxbaum 

gave her heart long ago, has 
returned but to get his attention 
and, perhaps, a prom date she 
must scheme with her nemesis 
Wes, her next-door neighbor. This
sweet and funny teen rom-com 
follows a hopelessly romantic teen 
girl and her cute yet obnoxious 
neighbor as they scheme to get 
her noticed by her untouchable 
crush.

• FICTION: BL. 5.2  IL  UG
• GENRE:  ROMANCE


